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Abstract
In this paper, we show that the nonlocal discrete focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) and
nonlocal discrete defocusing NLS equation are gauge equivalent to the discrete coupled Heisen-
berg ferromagnet (HF) equation and the discrete modified coupled HF equation, respectively.
Under the continuous limit, the discrete coupled HF equation and the modified discrete coupled
HF equation lead to the corresponding coupled HF equation and modified coupled HF equation.
This means that the nonlocal focusing and defocusing NLS equations are gauge equivalent to
the coupled HF and coupled modified HF equations. The solution of the modified coupled HF
equation is obtained by using the solution of nonlocal defocusing NLS equation.
Keywords: nonlocal discrete NLS equation, coupled discrete HF equation, nonlocal focusing
and defocusing NLS equation.
1 Introduction
Very recently, Ablowitz and Musslimani proposed an integrable nonlocal NLS equation [1–3]
iqt + qxx ± 2qq
∗(−x)q = 0, (1)
which is derived from a new symmetry reduction of the well-known AKNS system, where q = q(x, t)
is a complex-valued function of the real variables x and t, and ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Eq. (1)
is a new integrable system possessing the Lax pair, infinitely many conservation laws and it is solvable
by using the inverse scattering transformation (IST). Eq.(1) is a PT -symmetric system, which appears
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in many fields of physics, such as nonlinear optics [4–7], complex crystal [8] and quantum mechanics
[9, 10]. The nonlocal NLS equation (1) has attracted much attention of researchers due to its special
properties. For example, by using IST method, Ablowitz and Musslimani obtained its breather solution
in time. Refs. [11, 12] showed that Eq. (1) can simultaneously support both bright and dark soliton
solutions. The nonsingular localized dark and antidark soliton interactions for the nonlocal defocusing
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (NLS−) were discussed by using the Darboux transformation method
[13].
On the other hand, Ablowitz and Musslimani [14] also investigated an integrable discrete version
of the nonlocal NLS equation (1)
iqn,t + qn+1 + qn−1 − 2qn ± qnq∗−n(qn+1 + qn−1) = 0, (2)
which is also a discrete PT -symmetric model. In Ref. [14], discrete one-soliton solutions was derived by
using IST method. By employing the Hirota’s bilinear method, we constructed the N-soliton solution
of the integrable nonlocal discrete focusing NLS (NLS+) equation in Ref [15]. Under continuous limit,
the discrete soliton yields the one of nonlocal NLS+ equation, which is not periodic in both space and
time.
The possible physical application for nonlocal NLS equation in continuous and discrete cases is
attracting much attention. In [16] we have shown that the nonlocal NLS equation and its discrete
version are gauge equivalent to the corresponding Heisenberg-like equation and modified Heisenberg-
like equation and their discrete version, respectively. Recently, Gadzhimuradov and Agalarov further
pointed that the nonlocal NLS+ equation (1) is gauge equivalent to a coupled Landau-Lifshitz (LL)
equation. The physical and geometrical aspects of the coupled LL equation are discussed [17]. We
should point that, very recently, the physical application for the nonlocal integrable system has a great
progress (e.g., see Ref [18] where an interesting Alice-Boce physics was reported).
As we know, the relation between discrete NLS equation and discrete HF equation was established
[19, 20]. The discrete NLS+ equation and discrete NLS− equation
iqn,t + qn+1 + qn−1 − 2qn ± |qn|2(qn+1 + qn−1) = 0 (3)
are gauge equivalent to the discrete HF equation
S˙n =
2 Sn × Sn−1
1 + Sn · Sn−1
−
2Sn+1 × Sn
1 + Sn+1 · Sn
, (4)
where Sn = (s1n, s2n, s3n) ∈ S
2 ⊂ R3, and the discrete modified HF equation
S˙n =
2 Sn×˙Sn−1
1− Sn · Sn−1
−
2Sn+1×˙Sn
1− Sn+1 · Sn
, (5)
2
where Sn = (s1n, s2n, s3n) ∈ H
2 ⊂ R2+1, and pseudo inner product a · b and pseudo crosse product
a×˙b are defined by a · b = a1b1 + a2b2 − a3b3, a×˙b = (a2b3 − a3b2, a3b1 − a1b3,−(a1b2 − a2b1)),
respectively.
So, we ask a question: whether discrete nonlocal NLS equation is gauge equivalent to coupled
discrete HF equation or not? In this paper, we will address the topic. We will show that the nonlocal
discrete NLS+ and NLS− equation (2) are, respectively, gauge equivalent to the discrete coupled HF
equation and the modified discrete coupled HF equation. Under the continuous limit, the discrete
coupled HF equation and the modified discrete coupled HF equation yield the coupled HF equation
and the modified coupled HF equation. Based on the solution of nonlocal NLS− equation, the solution
of the modified coupled HF equation is constructed. Our results establish the relation of nonlocal NLS
equation and coupled HF equation in the discrete and continuous cases.
2 From discrete nonlocal NLS+ equation to discrete coupled HF
equation
In this section, we will show the relation of discrete nonlocal NLS+ equation and discrete coupled
HF equation. Under the continuous limit, the relation yields a fact that nonlocal NLS+ equation is
gauge equivalent to coupled HF equation.
2.1 From discrete nonlocal NLS+ equation to discrete coupled HF equation
The nonlocal discrete NLS+ equation
iqn,τ + qn+1 + qn−1 − 2qn + qnq∗−n(qn+1 + qn−1) = 0 (6)
has the following discrete Lax pair
Eϕn = Unϕn, ϕn,τ = Vnϕn, (7)
with
Un =
(
z q∗−nz
−1
−qnz z
−1
)
,
Vn =i
(
1− z2 + z − z−1 − q∗−nqn−1 −q
∗
−n + q
∗
−n+1z
−2
−qn + qn−1z2 −1 + z−2 + z − z−1 + qnq∗−n+1
)
.
Considering discrete gauge transformation
ϕn = Gnϕ˜n, U˜n = G
−1
n+1UnGn, V˜n = G
−1
n VnGn −G
−1
n Gn,τ , (8)
3
where Gn satisfies the linear problem
Gn+1 = Un(1)Gn, Gn,τ = Vn(1)Gn, (9)
then the spectral problem (7) changes to
Eϕ˜n = U˜nϕ˜n, ϕ˜n,τ = V˜nϕ˜n, (10)
where
U˜n =G
−1
n+1UnGn (11)
=
z + z−1
2
G−1n+1Un(1)Gn +
z − z−1
2
G−1n σ3Gn
,
z + z−1
2
I +
z − z−1
2
Sn,
V˜n =G
−1
n (Vn − Vn(1))Gn
=i(z − z−1)I + i
(
z2 + z−2
2
− 1
)
G−1n
(
−1 q∗−n+1
qn−1 1
)
Gn
+ i
z2 − z−2
2
G−1n
(
−1 −q∗−n+1
qn−1 −1
)
Gn
=i(z − z−1)I + i
(
1−
z2 + z−2
2
)
Sn + Sn−1
1 + 12tr(SnSn−1)
− i
z2 − z−2
2
I + Sn−1Sn
1 + 12tr(SnSn−1)
(12)
with Sn = G
−1
n σ3Gn. The discrete zero curvature equation U˜n,τ = V˜n+1U˜n − U˜nV˜n yields a discrete
HF-like equation [16]
dSn
dτ
=
i[Sn+1, Sn]
1 + 12tr(Sn+1Sn)
−
i[Sn, Sn−1]
1 + 12tr(SnSn−1)
. (13)
The structure of the matrix U(1) and V (1) implies that the solution Gn of Eq. (9) has the form
Gn =
(
f1,n ω
∗
−ng
∗
1,1−n
g1,n ω
∗
−nf
∗
1,1−n
)
, (14)
where ωn =
n∏
k=−∞
1
1+qkq
∗
−k
. We emphasize that the matrix Gn possesses the from since if (f1,n, g1,n)
T
is an eigenfunction, then (ω∗−ng
∗
1,1−n, ω
∗
−nf
∗
1,1−n)
T is also an eigenfunction. Hence the matrix Sn can
be given by
Sn =
1
Γ
(
ω∗−n(f1,nf
∗
1,1−n + g1,ng
∗
1,1−n) 2ω
∗2
−nf
∗
1,1−ng
∗
1,1−n
−2f1,ng1,n −ω
∗
−n(f1,nf
∗
1,1−n + g1,ng
∗
1,1−n)
)
, (15)
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where Γ = ω∗−n(f1,nf
∗
1,1−n − g1,ng
∗
1,1−n). Let Sn be expressed explicitly as
Sn =
(
s3,n s1,n − is2,n
s1,n + is2,n −s3,n
)
, (16)
where sj,n(j = 1, 2, 3) are complex-valued functions. By splitting Sn = Mn + iLn, where
Mn =
(
m3,n m1,n − im2,n
m1,n + im2,n −m3,n
)
, Ln =
(
l3,n l1,n − il2,n
l1,n + il2,n −l3,n
)
,
and noting that 1 + 12tr(Sn+1Sn) = 1 + Sn+1 · Sn, then Eq.(13) is rewritten in the vector form
mn,τ =
2∆1(mn ×mn+1 − ln × ln+1)− 2∆2(mn × ln+1 −mn+1 × ln)
∆21 +∆
2
2
+
2∆3(mn ×mn−1 − ln × ln−1)− 2∆4(mn × ln−1 −mn−1 × ln)
∆23 +∆
2
4
,
(17a)
ln,τ =
2∆2(mn ×mn+1 − ln × ln+1) + 2∆1(mn × ln+1 −mn+1 × ln)
∆21 +∆
2
2
+
2∆4(mn ×mn−1 − ln × ln−1) + 2∆3(mn × ln−1 −mn−1 × ln)
∆23 +∆
2
4
,
(17b)
where real-valued vectors mn = (m1,n,m2,n,m3,n), ln = (l1,n, l2,n, l3,n) satisfy
mn ·mn − ln · ln = 1, mn · ln = 0, (18)
and
∆1 = 1 +mn ·mn+1 − ln · ln+1, ∆2 =mn · ln+1 + ln ·mn+1,
∆3 = 1 +mn ·mn−1 − ln · ln−1, ∆4 =mn · ln−1 + ln ·mn−1,
1 +
1
2
tr(Sn+1Sn) = ∆1 + i∆2, 1 +
1
2
tr(SnSn−1) = ∆3 + i∆4.
(19)
The relation between mj,n, lj,n and sj,n is mj,n = Re(sj,n), lj,n = Im(sj,n)(j = 1, 2, 3). Here, the inner
product and the cross product are defined in R3. We thus have shown that the nonlocal discrete
NLS+ equation (6) is gauge equivalent to the discrete coupled HF equation (17). Note that under the
spatial parity symmetry q(n, τ) = q(−n, τ), the discrete nonlocal NLS+ equation becomes the classical
discrete NLS+ equation. The matrix Sn (16) is transformed into the Hermitian and ln = 0, thus the
discrete coupled HF equation (17) reduces to discrete HF model
mn,τ =
2mn ×mn+1
1 +mn ·mn+1
+
2mn ×mn−1
1 +mn ·mn−1
. (20)
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2.2 From nonlocal NLS+ equation to coupled HF equation through continuous limit
In this subsection we will show how to get coupled HF equation from nonlocal NLS+ equation through
continuous limit. Let z = 1+ iλǫ, qn(τ) = ǫq(x, t), x = nǫ, t = ǫ
2τ and ϕn ∼ ϕ, the continuous limit of
the discrete Lax pair (7) gives
ϕx = Uϕ, ϕt = V ϕ, (21)
where
U =
(
iλ q∗(−x)
−q −iλ
)
, V =
(
2iλ2 − iqq∗(−x) 2λq∗(−x)− iq∗x(−x)
−2λq − iqx −2iλ
2 + iqq∗(−x)
)
,
with q∗x(−x) = −(q
∗(−x))x. Here we have used the Taylor expansion
qn±1 ∼ ǫ(q ± ǫqx +
ǫ2
2
qxx + · · ·), q
∗
−n±1 ∼ ǫ(q
∗(−x)± ǫq∗x(−x) +
ǫ2
2
q∗xx(−x) + · · ·).
The integrability condition Ut − Vx + [U, V ] = 0 yields the nonlocal NLS
+ equation iqt + qxx +
2qq∗(−x)q = 0. After the substitution
z → 1 + iλǫ, x→ nǫ, t→ ǫ2τ, Sn → S, ϕ˜n → ϕ˜, (22)
the continuous limit of the spectral problem (10) leads to
ϕ˜x = U˜ ϕ˜, ϕ˜t = V˜ ϕ˜, (23)
where
U˜ = iλS, V˜ = λSSx + 2iλ
2S, S = G−1σ3G. (24)
The integrability condition of (23) leads to
St = −
i
2
[S, Sxx], (25)
which is just HF model in the matrix form (see Refs. [16, 17]). Moreover, one can check that, under
the substitution Mn → M,Ln → L, x→ nǫ, t→ ǫ
2τ as ǫ→ 0, the discrete coupled HF equation (17)
yields the following coupled HF equation [17]
mt =m×mxx − l× lxx,
lt =m× lxx + l×mxx,
(26)
where real-valued vectors m = (m1,m2,m3), l = (l1, l2, l3) satisfy m
2− l2 = 1, m · l = 0. We remark
here that under the spatial parity symmetry q(x, t) = q(−x, t), the nonlocal NLS+ equation becomes
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the classical NLS+ equation. In this case, the matrix S is transformed into the Hermitian and l = 0.
Thus the coupled HF system (26) reduces to the HF equation,
mt =m×mxx, (27)
wherem = (m1,m2,m3) ∈ S
2 in R3. This is consistent with a well-known fact that the NLS+ equation
is gauge equivalent to the HF equation [21–23].
3 From discrete nonlocal NLS− equation to coupled discrete modi-
fied HF equation
In this section, we will show that the nonlocal discrete NLS− equation is gauge equivalent to a
modified discrete coupled HF equation. Under the continuous limit, the modified discrete coupled HF
equation yields a modified coupled HF equation. This implies that the nonlocal NLS− equation is
gauge equivalent to the modified coupled HF equation. The exact solution of the modified coupled
HF equations is constructed through the soliton solution of nonlocal NLS− equation.
3.1 From discrete nonlocal NLS− equation to coupled discrete modified HF equation
For the nonlocal discrete NLS− equation
iqn,τ + qn+1 + qn−1 − 2qn − qnq∗−n(qn+1 + qn−1) = 0, (28)
its discrete Lax pair is
Eϕn = Unϕn, ϕn,τ = Vnϕn, (29)
with
Un =
(
z q∗−nz
−1
qnz z
−1
)
,
Vn =i
(
1− z2 + z − z−1 + q∗−nqn−1 −q
∗
−n + q
∗
−n+1z
−2
qn − qn−1z2 −1 + z−2 + z − z−1 − qnq∗−n+1
)
.
Set Sn = −iG
−1
n σ3Gn, where Gn satisfies the linear problem
Gn+1 = Un(1)Gn, Gn,τ = Vn(1)Gn. (30)
Under discrete gauge transformation
ϕn = Gnϕ˜n, U˜n = G
−1
n+1UnGn, V˜n = G
−1
n VnGn −G
−1
n Gn,τ , (31)
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the spectral problem (29) changes to
Eϕ˜n = U˜nϕ˜n, ϕ˜n,τ = V˜nϕ˜n, (32)
where
U˜n =− iG
−1
n U
−1
n (1)UnGn =
z + z−1
2
I + i
z − z−1
2
Sn, (33)
V˜n =G
−1
n (Vn − Vn(1))Gn
=i(z − z−1)I + i
(
z2 + z−2
2
− 1
)
G−1n
(
−1 q∗−n−1
−qn−1 1
)
Gn
+ i
z2 − z−2
2
G−1n
(
−1 −q∗−n+1
−qn−1 −1
)
Gn
=i(z − z−1)I +
z2 + z−2 − 2
2
Sn + Sn−1
1− 12tr(SnSn−1)
− i
z2 − z−2
2
I − Sn−1Sn
1− 12 tr(SnSn−1)
. (34)
The discrete zero curvature equation U˜n,τ = V˜n+1U˜n − U˜nV˜n yields a discrete modified HF-like model
[16]
dSn
dτ
=
[Sn, Sn−1]
1− 12tr(SnSn−1)
−
[Sn+1, Sn]
1− 12tr(Sn+1Sn)
. (35)
The structure of the matrix U(1) and V (1) implies that the solution Gn of Eq. (30) has the form
Gn =
(
f1,n ω
∗
−ng
∗
1,1−n
g1,n −ω
∗
−nf
∗
1,1−n
)
, (36)
where ωn =
n∏
k=−∞
1
1−qkq∗
−k
. We should remark here that if (f1,n, g1,n)
T is an eigenfunction, then
(ω∗−ng
∗
1,1−n,−ω
∗
−nf
∗
1,1−n)
T is also an eigenfunction. This means that the matrix Gn possesses the
from. Hence the matrix Sn can be written as
Sn =
1
Θ
(
iω∗−n(g1,ng
∗
1,1−n − f1,nf
∗
1,1−n) −2iω
∗2
−nf
∗
1,1−ng
∗
1,1−n
−2if1,ng1,n iω
∗
−n(f1,nf
∗
1,1−n − g1,ng
∗
1,1−n)
)
, (37)
where Θ = ω∗−n(f1,nf
∗
1,1−n + g1,ng
∗
1,1−n). Let Sn be expressed explicitly as
Sn =
(
s1,n i(s3,n − s2,n)
i(s3,n + s2,n) −s1,n
)
, (38)
where sj,n(j = 1, 2, 3) are complex-valued functions. By splitting Sn = Mn + iLn, where
Mn =
(
m1,n i(m3,n −m2,n)
i(m3,n +m2,n) −m1,n
)
, Ln =
(
l1,n i(l3,n − l2,n)
i(l3,n + l2,n) −l1,n
)
,
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then Eq.(35) is rewritten in the following vector form:
mn,τ =
2Ω1(mn×˙mn−1 − ln×˙ln−1)− 2Ω2(mn×˙ln−1 −mn−1×˙ln)
Ω21 +Ω
2
2
−
2Ω3(mn×˙mn+1 − ln×˙ln+1)− 2Ω4(mn×˙ln+1 −mn+1×˙ln)
Ω23 +Ω
2
4
,
(39a)
ln,τ =
2Ω2(mn×˙mn−1 − ln×˙ln−1) + 2Ω1(mn×˙ln−1 −mn−1×˙ln)
Ω21 +Ω
2
2
+
2Ω4(mn×˙mn+1 − ln×˙ln+1) + 2Ω3(mn×˙ln+1 −mn+1×˙ln)
Ω23 +Ω
2
4
,
(39b)
where real-valued vectors mn = (m1,n,m2,n,m3,n), ln = (l1,n, l2,n, l3,n) satisfy
mn ·mn − ln · ln = −1, mn · ln = 0, (40)
and
Ω1 = 1−mn ·mn−1 + ln · ln−1, Ω2 =mn · ln−1 + ln ·mn−1,
Ω3 = 1−mn ·mn+1 + ln · ln+1, Ω4 =mn · ln+1 + ln ·mn+1,
1−
1
2
tr(SnSn−1) = Ω1 + iΩ2, 1−
1
2
tr(Sn+1Sn) = Ω3 + iΩ4.
(41)
The relation between mj,n, lj,n and sj,n is mj,n = Re(sj,n), lj,n = Im(sj,n)(j = 1, 2, 3). In the above
equations, the pseudo inner product · and the pseudo cross product ×˙ are defined by the vector in
R2+1. Hence, the nonlocal discrete NLS− equation (28) is gauge equivalent to the modified discrete
coupled HF equation (39).
Note that under the spatial parity symmetry q(n, τ) = q(−n, τ), the discrete nonlocal NLS−
equation becomes the classical discrete NLS− equation. In this case, the matrix Sn (38) is transformed
into the Hermitian and ln = 0. Thus the discrete coupled modified HF system (39) reduces to the
modified discrete HF model
mn,τ =
2mn×˙mn−1
1−mn ·mn−1
−
2mn+1×˙mn
1−mn+1 ·mn
. (42)
3.2 From nonlocal NLS− equation to coupled modified HF equation through contin-
uous limit
Considering the transformation
z = 1 + λǫ, qn(τ) = ǫq(x, t), x = nǫ, t = ǫ
2τ, ϕn ∼ ϕ,
9
the continuous limit of the discrete Lax pair (29) gives
ϕx = Uϕ, ϕt = V ϕ (43)
where
U =
(
λ q∗(−x)
q −λ
)
, V = i
(
−2λ2 + qq∗(−x) −2λq∗(−x) + q∗x(−x)
−2λq + qx 2λ
2 − qq∗(−x)
)
.
The integrability condition Ut − Vx + [U, V ] = 0 yields the nonlocal NLS
− equation iqt + qxx −
2qq∗(−x)q = 0. Let Gn → G, the linear problem (30) changes to
Gx = U(0)G, Gt = V (0)G. (44)
Similarly, through the substitution z → 1+λǫ, x→ nǫ, t→ ǫ2τ, Sn → S, ϕ˜n → ϕ˜, the continuous limit
of the spectral problem (32) yields
ϕ˜x = U˜ ϕ˜, ϕ˜t = V˜ ϕ˜, (45)
where
U˜ = λG−1p1G , iλS, V˜ = 2λ2S + iλSSx, (46)
The compatibility condition U˜t − V˜x + [U˜ , V˜ ] = 0 yields a modified HF-like equation in the matrix
form [16],
St =
1
2
[S, Sxx]. (47)
Moreover, Sn = Mn+iLn → S = M+iL, it is direct to verify that under continuous limit, the discrete
modified coupled HF system (39) leads to a modified coupled HF equation
mt =m×˙mxx − l×˙lxx,
lt =m×˙lxx + l×˙mxx,
(48)
where real-valued vectors m = (m1,m2,m3), l = (l1, l2, l3) satisfy
l2 −m2 = 1, ml = 0. (49)
The relation between mj, lj and sj is mj = Re(sj), lj = Im(sj)(j = 1, 2, 3). Here M = m1p1+ im2p2+
im3p3, L = l1p1 + il2p2 + il3p3, where p = (p1, p2, p3) with
p1 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, p2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, p3 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
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We remark here that under the spatial parity symmetry q(x, t) = q(−x, t), the nonlocal NLS− equation
becomes the classical NLS− equation. The matrix S is transformed into the Hermitian and l = 0.
Thus the coupled modified HF system (48) reduces to the modified HF equation
mt =m×˙mxx. (50)
3.3 Solution of coupled modified HF equation
From the structure of the matrix U(0) and V (0), we can see that the matrix G in (44) has the
form
G =
(
f −g∗(−x)
g f∗(−x)
)
.
This means that if (f, g)T is an eigenfunction, then (−g∗(−x), f∗(−x))T is also an eigenfunction.
Hence the matrix S is given by
S = −iG−1p1G = iΩ
(
gg∗(−x)− ff∗(−x) 2f∗(−x)g∗(−x)
2fg ff∗(−x)− gg∗(−x)
)
, (51)
where Ω = (ff∗(−x) + gg∗(−x))−1. It is obvious that matrix S is not Hermitian. It can be written
as
S =
(
s1 i(s3 − s2)
i(s3 + s2) −s1
)
,
where the components sj = sj(x, t) of complex-valued vector (s1, s2, s3) are given by
s1 = iΩ (gg
∗(−x)− ff∗(−x)) , s2 = Ω(fg − f∗(−x)g∗(−x)) ,
s3 = Ω(fg + f
∗(−x)g∗(−x)) .
(52)
It is direct to check that sj satisfies
s1(x, t) = −s
∗
1(−x, t), s2(x, t) = −s
∗
2(−x, t), s3(x, t) = s
∗
3(−x, t).
Let us construct the solution of the modified coupled HF Eq. (48) based on the solution q(x, t) of
nonlocal defocusing NLS equation given by
q(x, t) = −2ibe−2ax+4i(a
2−b2)t sech(8abt+ 2ibx), b 6= 0. (53)
Solving Eq. (44) obtains
G =

 −ia+b tanh(8abt+2ibx)√a2+b2 − be2ax−4i(a
2
−b
2)t sech(8abt+2ibx)√
a2+b2
be−2ax+4i(a
2
−b
2)t sech(8abt+2ibx)√
a2+b2
ia+b tanh(8abt+2ibx)√
a2+b2

 .
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Then by using the expression S = −iG−1p1G, we have
S =

 −i+ 2ib2 sech2(8abt+2ibx)a2+b2 −2be−4i(a2−b2)t+2ax sech(8abt+2ibx)(a−ib tanh(8abt+2ibx))a2+b2
2be4i(a
2
−b
2)t−2ax sech(8abt+2ibx)(a+ib tanh(8abt+2ibx))
a2+b2
i− 2ib
2 sech2(8abt+2ibx)
a2+b2

 .
i.e.
s1 = −i+
2ib2 sech2(8abt+ 2ibx)
a2 + b2
,
s2 =
2ib sech(8abt+ 2ibx)
(
−a cos(4(a2 − b2)t+ 2iax) + b sin(4(a2 − b2)t+ 2iax) tanh(8abt+ 2ibx)
)
a2 + b2
,
s3 =
2b sech(8abt+ 2ibx)
(
a sin(4(a2 − b2)t+ 2iax) + b cos(4(a2 − b2)t+ 2iax) tanh(8abt+ 2ibx)
)
a2 + b2
.
Therefore the one-soliton solution of the modified coupled HF equation (48) is
m1 = Re(s1) =
4b2 sin(4bx) sinh(16abt)
(a2 + b2)(cos(4bx) + cosh(16abt))2
,
l1 = Im(s1) = −1 + 8b
2 cos
2(2bx) cosh2(8abt)− sin2(2bx) sinh2(8abt)
(a2 + b2)(cos(4bx) + cosh(16abt))2
,
(54)
while the expressionsmj = Re(sj) and lj = Im(sj)(j = 2, 3) are omitted here because they are too long
and complicated. The singular point of the one-soliton solution occurs at (x, t) = (2k+14b π, 0), k ∈ Z.
The dynamic of the one-soliton solution (54) through numerical simulation is shown in the Figs 1 and
2.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have established the relation between nonlocal NLS equation and coupled HF
equation in the discrete and continuous cases. We have shown that the nonlocal discrete NLS+
equation and the nonlocal discrete NLS− equation are, respectively, gauge equivalent to the discrete
coupled HF equation and the modified discrete coupled HF equation. Under the continuous limit, the
discrete coupled HF equation and the modified discrete coupled HF equation yield the corresponding
coupled HF equation and the modified coupled HF equation. This means that the nonlocal NLS+
equation and the nonlocal NLS− equation are gauge equivalent to the coupled HF equation and
modified coupled HF equation. The exact solution of the modified coupled HF equations is obtained
through the solution of nonlocal NLS− equation. Our results are significant for the deep understand
of nonlocal NLS equation and its discrete version.
Acknowledgements
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Figure 1: Dynamics of the one-soliton solution m of the modified coupled HF equation (48). Panels (a)-
(c)show the vector projections of m; (d) and (e) show dynamics of m(x, 1) and m(−1.04, t) in space R2+1.
The parameters are chosen as a = 1/2, b = 1.
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